Library Use Instruction Tutorials
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Learn to critically evaluate your sources and use them with purpose in your writing. Learn how to make citations to responsibly use the work of others, share your...
The UTSA Libraries include the John Peace Library on the Main Campus, the Room Use a Computer Print, Copy & Scan Library Instruction Library Request Forms Tutorials. Getting Started with Your Research. Developing Research. (EFSC/UCF Joint-Use Libraries) · Daytona Beach (Daytona State/UCF Joint-Use Library) Choose one of our Library Instruction packages, or build your own. Schedule A Face-to-Face Library Instruction Session · Streaming Video Tutorials. Some of the IRIS tutorials have been updated to a new look and format, indicated with NEW next to the tutorial name. For a while Use the links on the left bar to pick and choose the modules you need. How much do you Librarian’s Secret. These tutorials and videos show you how to use a particular resource, such as Collection tutorials, please contact Library Instruction at libinstr@usc.edu. The Library has developed bibliographies, handouts, and subject guides to help you find and use library resources. IU Kokomo Library and database tutorials. Library Instruction Tutorial for Nursing Students Tags: distance education, library To build an effective search for a database it is best to use keywords or short.

Research PrizeWin $1,000 for your research. Library Services Plagiarism Tutorial. Screenshot of plagiarism tutorial. Click to start. Contact us to schedule a research instruction session for your course. Short tutorials and presentations on finding and using library resources.
FAQs.

Faculty: The Library recognizes that some faculty may wish to continue to use the OASIS tutorial in their courses. Most of the content is still available at this new.

Use these tutorials to learn about the library and information literacy. For general instruction introducing research skills and tools, complete a request here.

"Designing authentic learning tasks for library instruction. two discovery layer tutorials for length, value, feature effectiveness, and ease of use 69%. retrieve, evaluate and use information found, ethically and legally is crucial. All beginning students should be brought to the library, additionally when they start and the following instructions, tutorials and the Information Literacy rubrics. Equitable Library Service Welcome /,

NNELS Tutorials and Instructions Learn to use built-in Narrator for Windows 7 or 8 or Narrator for Windows XP.

Library Instruction & Guides Finding Books Using Hannon Library Catalog - Instruction on how to use the catalog to find books Internet Research Tutorials. The Library's instruction program aims to help students, faculty and staff become The library staff has put together a series of research guides and tutorials to the university level, how to use the library catalog, APA and MLA citation formats. Tutorial Topic: To begin your library search, go to the library home page and enter terms For scholarly articles or newspaper articles, use the Articles+ tab.
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Tutorials. The brief Tutorials below will help guide you through the key features of ACS Use the Sync button to refresh your Library and see the new reference.